student assignment accountability software

WHAT

PERSONALIZED DEVELOPMENT
Customized to meet your school’s
intervention & study hall needs

ASSIGNMENT TRACKING
Teachers use GradeWatch to quickly & easily
input student assignments of interest: zeros,
missing, failing, or of zero quality.

STUDENT IMPROVEMENT
Hold students accountable for missing or
unacceptable work, easily updated once
completed or intervention served.

PARENT PORTAL, EMAIL & TEXT
Parents can view their child’s real-time
reports online. Emails automatically sent
informing parent of missing assignment. With
certain cell phone carriers we can even text it!

AUTOMATED PARENT REPORTS
In addition to online report access,
GradeWatch will automatically generate
reports to be mailed to parents or guardians.
These reports include detailed information
such as the student’s missing assignment,
the due date and description of assignment.

TRACKING MADE EASY
By using GradeWatch all faculty & admin can
easily collaborate to help each individual
student be responsible for all assignments in
all curriculum areas.

EASY AND TIME SAVING
Training for GradeWatch takes less than 10
minutes. Teachers will spend less than 5
minutes a day inputting data that will
drastically increase the efficiency of study
halls and intervention periods.

INDIVIDUALIZED INTERVENTION
Catch missing assignments early, before the
student falls impossibly behind.

IS

GRADEWATCH

AND HOW WILL IT IMPROVE

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY?

GradeWatch is a web-based student
assignment and reporting software that
was originally designed to help a
school’s intervention program.
The idea was to track all students who
have missing assignments and hold
them accountable by using study hall
and intervention time more wisely with
the reports generated from GradeWatch.
Using GradeWatch, teachers and
administration can collaborate to inform
students of their missing or poor quality
assignments from all courses and use
the list to determine who has intervention
study hall and what work they needed to
be doing.
We believe our software, if paired with
the correct intervention plan, provides an
easy and time saving way to hold every
student accountable for every
assignment.
GradeWatch allows schools to:
1. Determine which students need
intervention study hall.
2. Gives a specific list of assignments
the student needs to be spending
their time on.
3. Provides schools the ability to track
assignments and status.
4. Supplies the administrators with an
easy way to enforce school policy
for missing/poor quality work.
5. Provides a feasible way to inform
parents of student progress with
emails, texts, online portal, and
automated personalized letters.
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The number one advantage of our
software is how easy it is track
hundreds of students and hundreds of
assignments. All teachers,
administrators, parents, and students
can access qualifying assignments,
allowing everyone to collaborate to help
each student achieve.

SIMPLE BUT EFFECTIVE
STEP 1: We customize it to fit your
individual intervention plan.
Furthermore we’ll enter in your
individual faculty members so they each
have their own missing assignment
page with only their students on it.
STEP 2: The rest is easy! First each
teacher must look through their day’s
assignments and plug in any students
who didn’t hand in their assignment,
were absent, or turned in poor quality
work from that day. (Unlike an SIS you
can do it before you grade it.)
STEP 3: Next, reports and parent emails
are generated automatically for each
student who has a missing or sub
quality assignment entered. These
reports inform the student & parent of
the exact assignment(s) and
consequences if not completed.
STEP 4: After the student has served
their time (depending on your
intervention plan) OR handed in the
assignment, the teacher or administrator
may remove the missing assignment
from list with the click of a button.
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